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It’s a fact that people #LOVESNAPPLE in the Northeast, so we’re setting out
to spread that love and spark some sales.
We are looking to consumers at a bullseye age of 30 (with a little wiggle
room, of course) to get the ball rolling. They are always on the go, like to grab
a quick snack, and have a few extra bucks in their pockets. But, word on the
street is that they are overwhelmed —there’s a fridge full of drinks and no
clear choice.
Snapple is changing that. With its unmatched, one-of-a-kind experience,
consumers won’t even need to consider the competition. When it comes to
drinks, there is only one obvious choice. Snapple. Is it even a question?
A cool $50 million is all it takes to bring Snapple top-of-mind, drive trial and
increase purchase frequency. Twelve months of point-of-purchase, digital
video, print, transit, paid search, guerilla, and social media tactics will bring in
4.7 billion impressions in 2017.
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OBJECTIVES

RESEARCH METHODS

Examine the relationship between
beverage and snack consumption.

NATIONAL SURVEY
RESPONSES

IN-DEPTH INTERVIEWS
WITH TARGET

Explore the role that RTD
teas and juices play in
consumers’ daily lives and
research their point-ofpurchase experience.

SURVEYED
STATES

FOCUS GROUP
PARTICIPANTS

SECONDARY
RESEARCH ARTICLES

NON-TRADITIONAL
TACTICS

STORE VISITS

ETHNOGRAPHIES

Understand the perception and
accessibility of Snapple in the
non-Heartland.

+
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SWOT ANALYSIS

Snapple’s got brand
equity – The Real Facts,
the “pop” of the cap, and
the glass bottle.
Born and raised in
New York, Snapple has a
strong presence in
the Northeast.
Snapple has a wide
variety of flavors.

Perception of accessibility:
non-Heartlanders don’t
think they can get their
hands on The Best Stuff.

A 20% increase in tea
sales over five years
brings a bunch
of competition.

Die-hard Snapple fans are
hard to come by outside
the Heartland.

Other tea and juice
brands are riding the
health trend wave – an
angle that Snapple
wants to avoid.

Snapple is missing out
on the action by not
advertising in magazines.

Americans are snacking
frequently, often
pairing their drinks
with a salty snack.
Since 2010, Snapple
volume has grown by
14% and is projected to
continue upward.

While some see Snapple
as nostalgic, others see it
as outdated.

Consumers see the
brand personality as
approachable and exciting
to engage with.
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WHAT’S UP?

WHAT’S WRONG?

Consumers pair their RTD beverages
with a salty or savory snack.

Snapple’s media tactics do not push for
purchase near snacking sources.

Snapple’s packaging is a universal
point of recognition.

Snapple is not utilizing the
“Real Facts” to their full potential.

There is an oversaturated
beverage market.

When making a purchase, consumers
have difficulty choosing.

“I feel like Snapple
pairs with Chex Mix
or almost any chip
variety. For me, it’s a
Slim Jim and a peach
tea on the road.”
Food Diary Participant
Jack, 26
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“The Snapple Facts
spice it up a bit. What
other drink gives you a
fun fact under the lid?”
Focus Group Participant
Olivia, 35

WHAT CAN WE DO?

Spending on nonessential items
with immersive experiences
will increase by 22% in the next
five years (Mintel 2015). To
increase purchases, the inherent
consumption experience of
Snapple should be highlighted.

SNAPPLE’S CURRENT
TARGET CONSUMER
18-49 year olds - median age of 30

TARGET CONSUMER
Most college-aged tea and juice drinkers just
aren’t buyin’ it. Since they prefer value brands,
focusing on young Gen X-ers and later Gen Y-ers
makes for a less price-sensitive audience.

ADDITIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
Women in the South, aged 25-49, are drinking
the most tea and juice.
Metropolitan areas will be our focus, as 86% of
our target lives in these regional markets.

Our target may claim a
healthy lifestyle, but in
reality, break-time equals
snack time. This fact
influenced our POP tactics.
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In order to increase purchase frequency and
bring the brand top-of-mind, consumers just
need a little reminder of what makes Snapple
unique come purchasing time. To do this, our
campaign will highlight Snapple’s memorable
USP to make the brand pop into mind next time
consumers need a drink.
With the “Real Facts” as a catalyst, the question
“What to drink?” will be answered by positioning
Snapple as the obvious choice.
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The ideas were flowing and the concepts came
and went. Once our team established two strong
concepts, we set out to find which one best
communicated Snapple’s story.
We locked in our big idea after we found that nearly
all 45 respondents were able to easily identify our
desired Call to Action.

“It’s expressing both that
Snapple has interesting
facts under the lid and also
that there’s no question that
Snapple is a good drink.”
Concept Testing Respondent
Theresa, 34

“The Snapple Facts
“This
that I
spicecommunicates
it up a bit. What
should
and not
otherchoose
drinkSnapple
gives you
a
second guess my decision.”
fun fact under the lid?”
Concept Testing Respondent
Focus Amanda,
Group Participant
27
Olivia, 35
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In a sea of “look-at-me” packaging and artificial
flavors, it’s easy for a brand like Snapple to get
lost in the mix. As consumers lean more towards
the good-for-you stuff, we need to remind them
of The Best Stuff.
When it comes to the consumer experience,
Snapple brings a full house, while other
beverages show up empty-handed. The “Real
Facts” make for a drink so distinctive, it draws
you to reach for a Snapple without even
thinking.
So when that fridge poses a million questions,
why second guess it?
The choice is obvious.
Snapple.
Is it even a question?
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LET’S GET IT POPPIN’
Snapple is coming in strong just as people are
headed home from their New Year’s festivities.
We’re spreading the Snapple love with takeovers
at major airports in key cities across the nation.
Pop-Up Parties and the Flavor Feud Sweepstakes
will drive trial and initiate purchase from Dallas
to Portland, and everywhere in between.
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PLATFORMS:

CAMPAIGN SPECIFICS

PHASE 1 : JANUARY

PHASE 2 : JUNE

Digital video sets the stage for our campaign
launch. Placement on Hulu and YouTube lets us
reach our target more frequently and with
greater accuracy.

The Flavor Feud spot* sets the tone and
introduces the customer to the unique style of
the Is It Even A Question? campaign. A call to
action driving to www.IsItEvenAQuestion.com
will get customers curious about the contest and
encourage engagement with the brand.

June is a big month for tea drinkers. With
National Iced Tea Day on the 10th and tea
consumption at an all time high, Snapple must
take full advantage of the summertime months.
Dishing out new video content throughout June
will keep Snapple on the radar just as summer’s
kicking off.

* View the video at: http://bit.ly/1WcYsjT
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Along with the Flavor Feud digital video spot,
the microsite (IsItEvenAQuestion.com*) launches
at the start of our campaign. The Flavor Feud
contest will have our target audience purchasing
their favorite Snapple beverage and posting
about it online. By using #FlavorFeud and
tagging @Snapple on social media platforms,
users are entered into a contest with a grand
prize of an all inclusive trip to the Cayman
Islands. We sweetened the deal with $500
worth of daily prize giveaways.
After the Flavor Feud contest has ended,
IsItEvenAQuestion.com will remain live for
continued user engagement. A Flavor Finder
will also help those in the non-Heartland figure
out where to buy and possibly spark a new
flavor fling.
Through Google’s Keyword Planner and
SEMRush, we found that Snapple is top-ranking
for branded keywords in organic search. Paid
search efforts using non-branded keywords
relating to the Flavor Feud campaign activation
and “Real Facts” will increase overall traffic to
the microsite.

CAMPAIGN
ACTIVATION
KEYWORDS
+airport +facts
“vacation sweepstakes”
“win a vacation”

MICROSITE
KEYWORDS
+facts +and +questions
“Is it even a question”
“Tea facts”

PHRASES RELATED
TO OUR FACTS
“love at first sight”
+tsa +bottle +rules
+bus +rider +save

* View the mircosite design at: http://adobe.ly/208hl7O

*
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ACTIVATION (JANUARY)
With heavy traffic in airports during the first
month of the year, Snapple can tempt its target
just before take off and right upon landing.
Samples from the Snapple Street Team will
encourage trial, while an all-out Tea Takeover
will keep Snapple in mind the next time
thirstiness strikes.

MAINTENANCE (JUNE)
Airport takeovers pick up again just as people
are venturing out for their summer vacays.
Snapple will bring the flavor once more using
tactics similar to the campaign launch a few
months earlier.
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While our target is tweeting , pinning , and avoiding House of Cards
spoilers like the plague, Snapple will serve up organic and sponsored
content to fill their feeds. The heaviest social media exposure will go
down throughout the Flavor Feud Sweepstakes and during
the summer months.
Users can interact with the brand using #ItsAFact. This again positions
Snapple as a choice so obvious, it’s a fact that people love to drink it.

Strategically placed website takeovers and banner ads provide the
opportunity to send out content that is relevant to the consumer’s
immediate situation.
With that quirkiness consumers have come to know and love, Snapple will
be generating quick-witted content and digital coupons on both social
media and digital platforms to encourage purchase.
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PRINT
Our print ads will work to drive sales
and trial in both the Heartland and
non-Heartland using tailored visuals
depicting popular drink flavors in
particular regions.

TRANSIT
In the Heartland, consumers are
making their way downtown on
buses, trains and other public
transportation. Targeting our
audience at bus shelters will keep
Snapple top-of-mind during
daily commutes.
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Ambient and guerilla tactics will add some flavor to the consumer’s
everyday routine. When break-time rolls around, The Sweet Spot is the
obvious choice amongst other boring benches.

Snapple lovers can grab a spot at The Cool Table, fully equipped with fans
to chill out on a hot summer’s day. Headlines will be personalized based
upon regional placement.
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Point-of-purchase is our time to shine, as
it opens up the opportunity to convert the
curious and lock in the lovers.
In convenience stores, floor decals in the
snack aisles and fridge displays will have
consumers beaming through buzzwords
like “Zero Cal” and “GMO-Free” straight
to Snapple’s peachy perfection and green
tea goodness.

AISLE:
When Snapple pops that question, you can’t
help but meet it at the end of the aisle. This
tactic aims to target consumers as they pick
out their favorite snack, making Snapple the
perfect pair.

Headline: “If love at first sight takes just 8
seconds, what happens on the 9th?”

FRIDGE:
They say when you got it, flaunt it, so we did just
that for our fridge displays. This tactic reminds
consumers of Snapple’s refreshing glass bottle as
they reach for the fridge door.

Headline: “If drinks stay colder, longer in glass
bottles, why not choose The Best Stuff?”
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GROCERY STORE
By placing Snapple at the end of snack
aisles, shoppers will be prompted to make
an impulse purchase to complement their
favorite snack selections.

Headline: If 32 hours a year are spent
grocery shopping , what happens during the
remaining 8,728?

FREEOSK
Who would pass up free stuff? Free samples
in the form of a Snapple Freeosk placed
in wholesale stores will encourage trial
amongst thirsty non-Heartland shoppers,
and compel frequent drinkers to grab a case.
Or two. Or twenty.

Headline: If a single sip improves human
happiness, how do Snapple drinkers feel
with a full 20 ounces?
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GEO-FENCING +
RETAILER LOCATIONS
Push notifications sent through apps like Waze
and Google Maps will appear with a promotional
offer once a consumer enters the predetermined
radius of a Snapple-stocked convenience or
grocery store.

RIDESHARE OFFER
Apps like Uber and Lyft will prompt users with a
BOGO offer redeemable at stores near drop-off
locations.
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SOCIAL
DIGITAL

TOP MARKETS

APPS + VIDEO
SEM

Snapple’s secondary research places our target
consumers into two markets: Heartland and
non-Heartland. For the purposes of media
tactics, we will keep those markets intact. To gain
further insight into our target, we will assess
media on a more granular level by splitting the
U.S. into four geographic regions: Northeast,
Midwest, South, and West.

GEO

STREET TEAMS
PRINT
AIRPORTS

HABITS

NON-DIGITAL

This campaign has a dynamic audience when
it comes to media consumption habits. We’ve
determined select digital channels that will
leverage specific creative messages to accomplish
marketing goals. These digital programmatic
channels will target consumers based on their
habits, rather than their demographics.

70-80% of RTD
beverage category
purchases are made
in the non-Heartland
regions.

POINT OF PURCHASE
TRANSIT + TAKEOVERS
PROMOTIONS

KEY DEMOGRAPHICS

TARGET + PLATFORM

In the non-Heartland, media placements aim
to convert indecisive consumers at pointof-purchase. Meanwhile, Heartland media
placements focus on securing and re-affirming
top-of-mind awareness.

Our tactics will reach national audiences through
digital media and regional audiences through
non-digital media.
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SNAPPITALS
NEW YORK + BOSTON

These cities are Heartland hotspots. Street
teams and a heavy media spend will encourage
frequent users to make that one extra Snapple
purchase a year.

PORTLAND +
SACRAMENTO/STOCKTON/MODESTO

These two markets are packed with our bullseye
consumer, but require a vastly different media
approach. A 60-minute commute to and from
work makes outdoor and listening tactics our
best bet.
NORTHEAST
SOUTH
MIDWEST

SimplyMap gave us commuting habits, concentration of
white-collar jobs, and average household incomes of those
in our four prospective regions. The common needs of these
separate regions were then rolled back into overall Heartland
and non-Heartland tactics.
This map calls out some key findings. While this is not an
exhaustive list of all markets, it highlights the media needs of
particular cities with Snapple sales potential.
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WEST

DALLAS/FT. WORTH + CHARLOTTE

Consumers in these markets have just the right
median household income. We’ll catch the eye
of these top earners with outdoor and guerilla
tactics, then seal the deal through digital.

CHICAGO + ATLANTA

These two cities are noteworthy based on
competitive spending. Kantar data told us that
Gold Peak and Lipton are spending heavily in
these markets.

MARKET POTENTIAL

COMMUTE

Based upon our market analysis, we developed
a list of high-potential markets that fit our
potential buyer criteria.

Heartland consumers commonly rely on public
transportation, which leads to a heavier use
of traditional outdoor like subway wraps and
taxi tops. Non-Heartland consumers are more
commonly exposed to traditional outdoor such
as billboards and bus backs.

POINT OF PURCHASE

NON-HEARTLAND

HEARTLAND

Sacramento/Stockton/Modesto
Washington, D.C.
Seattle
Chicago
Atlanta
Dallas- Ft. Worth
Charlotte
Portland
Wilmington, DE

New York City
Philadelphia
Boston

Since 90% of non-Heartland consumers know
about Snapple but only consider it 15% of the
time, POP will be the most important tactic in
our media strategy. Creative executions directed
at non-Heartland consumers along with coupons
based on seasonality will turn consideration into
purchase intent.

DIGITAL
Digital advertising in the form of AdWords,
blog sites, digital trial rewards, podcasts, and
programmatic will help build top-of-mind
awareness in the non-Heartland.
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NATIONAL VS. REGIONAL
REGIONAL
Regional media budgets are
arranged by key markets in order
to create media efficiencies versus
a national spend.

MEDIA SHARE OF VOICE
(Numbers represent spending in millions)

3.4
2
3.5

BILLBOARD
SEM + PROGRAMMATIC

TAKEOVERS

GOOGLE MAPS

TRANSIT

WAZE
DIGITAL VIDEO

NATIONAL
National media spending is targeted
at increasing brand awareness and
heavy user purchase.

6.25
0.5
2.25
6.5

34.1%

AIRPORTS
STREET TEAMS
MAGAZINES
PROMOTIONS
POINT OF PURCHASE

WEBSITES
PR

65.9%

1

SOCIAL MEDIA UGC PROMOTING
SPOT RADIO
MOBILE APP COUPONS
COUPONS
MOBILE APPS

COMPARISON TO LAST YEAR
HEARTLAND
NON-HEARTLAND

2015: 25MM

2017: 50MM
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6
1.5
0.5
10.5

0.05
2
0.1
0.45
0.5
1
2

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DIGITAL

SEM + PROGRAMMATIC
DIGITAL VIDEO
WEBSITES
SOCIAL MEDIA

MOBILE

GOOGLE MAPS + WAZE
MOBILE APP COUPONS
MOBILE APPS

TRADITIONAL
SPOT RADIO
MAGAZINES

OOH

STREET TEAMS
AIRPORTS
TRANSIT
TAKEOVERS
BILLBOARDS
POP

PROMOTIONS

PROMOTIONS
COUPONS
PR

HEARTLAND
NON-HEARTLAND
BOTH
HEAVY SPENDING

NATIONAL
HEARTLAND
NON-HEARTLAND
TOTAL

HEARTLAND

DEC

NON-HEARTLAND

$6,000,000
$10,500,000
$2,000,000
$450,000

$3,600,000
$6,300,000
$1,200,000
$270,000

$2,400,000
$4,200,000
$800,000
$180,000

$2,000,000
$500,000
$2,000,000

$1,200,000
$300,000
$1,200,000

$800,000
$200,000
$800,000

$1,000,000
$2,250,000

$600,000
$1,350,000

$400,000
$900,000

$500,000
$6,250,000
$3,500,000
$2,000,000
$3,400,000
$6,500,000

$300,000
$3,750,000
$2,100,000
$1,200,000
$2,000,000
$3,900,000

$200,000
$2,500,000
$1,400,000
$800,000
$1,400,000
$2,600,000

$50,000
$1,000,000
$100,000

$25,000
$500,000
$60,000

$25,000
$500,000
$40,000

$13,180,000
$21,845,000
$28,155,000
$50,000,000
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TRACK+OPTIMIZE

WHO’S BUYING?

Since we’re spending nearly twice the amount
on advertising compared to last year, we need
to maximize our learnings while entering the
non-Heartland RTD scene. To maximize ROI, we
put half the budget into digital channels that
can be optimized as the campaign progresses.
This increases the accuracy of non-Heartland
learnings, and provides vital market response
data, including demographics, that can be used
to compete for RTD market share in the future.

Snapple can’t be purchased directly online. Thus,
we have designed these KPIs for measuring
both brand engagement, and brand sentiment.
This data can be proportionally matched to
current Snapple proprietary sales versus social
engagement data to predict sales increase.
Data learnings will give us an accurate idea of
how consumers are responding to our messaging ,
positioning Snapple as the obvious choice. For
us, the budget split between trackable and mass
media awareness was obvious. Not only do we
accurately target the heavy users that are closest
to making that one more purchase, but we
increases the perceived accessibility to light and
non-users in both regions.

PAID PROPERTIES

48.9%

Microsite Links + Interactions
Video Interactions (YouTube + Hulu)
Google Analytics
of our budget
is spent on digital,
trackable media

#

GOOGLE ADWORDS

Consumer-Facing
UGC Entries
Contest Participation
Social Sharing from Microsite
Social Following
LOCATION-BASED

Google Maps
Mobile App CTRs
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MEDIA

BUDGET

CPM

IMPRESSIONS

INTERACTION

CONVERSION

SEM

$6,000,000

-

3,000,000,000

2.00%

60,000,000

DIGITAL VIDEO (YOUTUBE)

$5,500,000

30

183,333,333

3.00%

5,500,000

DIGITAL VIDEO (HULU)

$5,000,000

25

200,000,000

3.25%

6,500,000

GOOGLE MAPS + WAZE

$2,000,000

5

400,000,000

1.50%

6,000,000

$500,000

7

71,428,571

50.00%

35,714,286

MOBILE APPS ADVERTISING

$2,000,000

12

166,666,667

1.40%

2,333,333

CONSUMER PROMOTIONS

$50,000

-

12,000,000

6.00%

720,000

WEBSITES

$2,000,000

10

200,000,000

1.00%

2,000,000

COUPONS

$1,000,000

5

200,000,000

20.00%

40,000,000

RADIO TTW PROMOTIONS

$1,000,000

-

3,500,000

7.00%

245,000

UGC SOCIAL MEDIA CONVERSIONS

$480,000

2

240,000,000

1.00%

2,400,000

PR (HEARTLAND ONLY)

$100,000

-

15,000,000

5.00%

750,000

MOBILE COUPONING

This plan is
estimates

Based on our research
of industry-standard
interaction rates,
our goal is to drive

162,162,619
INTERACTIONS

HEARTLAND DMA’s
18.1 MM PEOPLE

50%

CONSIDER
PURCHASING

9 MM PEOPLE
IN HEARTLAND

based on

4,691,928,571
SERVED
IMPRESSIONS.

NON-HEARTLAND
63.9 MM PEOPLE

15%

CONSIDER
PURCHASING

9.5 MM PEOPLE
IN NON-HEARTLAND

18.5
MILLION

HEAVY
USERS
IN OUR TARGET
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SO LET’S (RE)CAP

WORK CITED

By emphasizing the extraordinary Snapple experience, we will increase
purchase frequency and build top-of-mind awareness in our target. Whether
captivating consumers at POP, or intriguing them through digital geofencing tactics, our campaign creates an undeniably stimulating consumer
journey. Creative executions position Snapple as the only answer in an
oversaturated drink market so that the next time they open that fridge
door, they will make the obvious choice before closing it.
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When it comes to who will best represent Snapple
for its 2017 campaign – it’s Team 154.
Is it even a question?
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